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Glowing review

Shared Heritage
Representatives from
three religions find common ground-SEE NEWS,A2

A look back at the historic season
for women's basketball -SEE sPoRTS,A7
EDUCATION

SUCKING THE
LIFE OUT OF
Lynne Mooney Teta,the headmaster
of a Boston school, sent a notice
Thursday to teachers,students and
parents associated with the Boston
Latin School denying the presence of
vampires.The issue has become
serious enough for the Boston police
to give the school a visit

27, 2009

Green Fee passes first committee·
UCF students show support at Capitol
AMANDA WELCH
News Editor

The Green Fee took
center stage during UCF's
trip to Tallahassee this
week, passing unanimously through its first committee after the students lobbied
for
legislators'
support.

The bill containing the
fee went for a vote in the
Florida Senate's Higher
Education
Committee
Wednesday. The student
presence helped boost legislative support, said SGA
Vice President Brandon
Delanois, and the bill
passed unanimously, 5-0.
"I got kudos from so

many people saying the students did such a great job
representing the students
and sharing their concerns,'' Delanois said
The approval helped
make way for the fee that
would charge students 75
cents per credit hour to
fund environmental projects on campus. It would

gross about a million dollars a year.
Delanois
said
he
stressed the financial benefit of such projects during
a speech he gave to the
committee before it voted
Equipment such as solar
panels
and
energyefficient appliances would
save money on energy
costs, which could be reinvested in the ·school, he
said.

"The time is now to
save nioney," Delanois
said. "We're not getting the
same kind of money from
the state that we used to ...
we need to invest in the
future. I want more faculty.
I want more advisers."
The students went up
for their annual day at the
Capitol Tuesday to represent the UCF student body,
PLEASE SEE
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Yeehaw!
Find out more about
The 8am and the
party animals that
ride the bull for free
every Friday night

Aman Michigan police caught
performing asex act with a car wash

vacuum has been sentenced to 90
days in jail.Jason Leroy Savage
pleaded no contest to indecent ,
· exposure and was sentenced Marth
18. Police say he was arrested after a
resident called reporting suspicious
activity at a car wash.

- SEE VARIID,A9

Breaking
news on
your cell
'

Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

(

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

LATE KNIGHTS PLANS
'MAJOR PARTY'
FOR SATURDAY
Late Knights will hold a 'major
party'tonightfrom 9 p.m. to 2
a.m. at the Student Union. The
party will include wax hands,
karaoke,sand art and laser photos, ·
as well as free food.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

105-VEAR-OLD TO
THROW FIRST PITCH
AT MARLINS GAME
She may be nearly 105, butthat
won't stop this great-great-greatgrandmotherfrom throwing out
the first pitch for a Marlins spring
training game next month at
Roger Dean Stadium.

).
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NATION & WORLD,A4

20 INJURED WHEN
TORNADO RIPS
THROUGH MISS.
Afierce storm system kicked up a

II

•
•

devastating tornado that injured
20 people in a tiny Mississippi
town and scattered thunderstorms
across the South on Thursday.The
storm later went east.
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Deputy Jones under the gun .
Read our Q&A with
Cedric Yarbrough,
who plays DeplJW S.

Spock finds home
on Spooner Street
Check out our interview with David

Jones on Reno 9111,
about what it's liketo

Goodman, executive producer for Family Guy,about the upcoming Star Trek-themed
episode, "Not All Dogs Go to Heaven:'

work with Dangle.

Students get the facts
at sexual health talk
JESSICA CROY
Contributing Writer

AboutoneoutoffiveAmerican
adolescents or adults has been
infected with the virus that ca~s
herpes, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
So when ·about 30 students
gathered Tuesday to hear a presentation about sexual health awareness, a few heads and stomachs

were turned by some frank information.
The workshop, Sexual Health
Awareness- ''Your Body - Your
Business,'' was presented by LEAD
Scholars and led by Karen Yerkes,
a nurse practitioner with UCF
Health Services.
Yerkes presented the students
with facts and pictures about some
of the most-common sexually
transmitted diseases, including
herpes, genital warts and

chlamydia
Greg Mercado, a freshman history and biology double major,
said that, while the presentation
was interesting, actually seeing
pictures of infected genitalia ''was
kind of gross:·
Yerkes used much of the presentation to dispel myths students
often have about sexual health.
"Probably the most typical
thing that I hear is Well I don't
need to be tested because he was
tested,'" she said, adding that people who are sexually active should
still be regularly tested for STDs,
even if they don't think they have
any symptoms.

hit hard
by down
economy
No insurance means
no money for hospital
ABIGAIL MORESHEAD
Contributing Writer

Emergency rooms are facing
multiple challenges in tough economic times: sicker patients and
the pressure to admit more of
them to benefit f'mancially from
their stay.
"They're not only full ERs,
they're full of really sick people,''
said Dr. Todd Husty at Wednesday's State of Health Care in Central Florida Symposium.
Husty, the WESH News Channel 2 medical reporter, spoke to
about 150 faculty, students and
alumni from health services
administration and other medicine-related majors at the symposium in the Fairwinds Alumni
Center.
Fewer people are going to the
doctor, Husty said, so emergency
rooms are being faced with more
severe sicknesses. On top of that,
ERs are trying to admit more people so hospitals can charge
patients for their stays.
That is, if they can collect the
bills. Because many people are
PLEASE SEE
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Michael Fumkin, dean of the College of Health
and Public Affairs spoke at the symposium.

UCF using new ways to keep wet in dry spells
JANELLE KUEHNERT
Contributing Writer

As Florida consistently suffers from drought conditions, UCF is saving water and keeping Memory
Mall looking healthy by landscaping and transitioning to reclaimed water.
In the last year, UCF Landscape and Natural
Resources has reduced campus irrigation by more
than 50 percent and is in the process of converting
to 100 percent recycled water, 'director Martin
Qµigley said.
There are many benefits to using reclaimed
water, he said. It costs much less, and it means that

no "new" water is being taken from the Floridian
aquifer because it has been recycled from previous
uses.
Ashlyn Farrar, a freshman communication science and disorders major, said maintaining the
Memory Mall's good looks while saving water is
very important.
"I believe the grass looks pretty healthy," Farrar
said. "I see a little wear and tear, but I see it being
irrigated so it is well taken care of.
''With summer coming, the grass dies quicker,
and f'mding a way to reduce irrigation would help it
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News and notices for
the UCF convnunity

Late Knights holding a party
Late Knights will be
hosting a "Major Party"
tonight from 9 p.m. to 2
am. at the Student Union.
For more information,
contact Kacie Zavada at
407-823-6510 or e-mail
ucflk@mail.ucf.edu.

1Jre Student Newspaper at tJCFsince 1961/

i

March 27, 2009
Vol 41, Issue 32 • 12 Pages
The Central Florida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the Ul\ive!Sity of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property
ofthe CentralFlorida Future and may not be reprinted In
part or inwhole Without pennission from the publisher.

Help out at a VUCF event
Members of Volunteer
UCF will meet outside the
Visual Arts Building on
Saturday to help out with
the Special Olympics.
For more information,
contact Deanne Oberle at
407-823-6471 or e-mail
vucf_health@mail.ucf.edu.

Editor-in-Chief
Natalie Morera x213
Cffeditor@gmailcom

News Editors
Amanda Welch and
Kari Wilberg x213

Campus Catholic Ministries will host Mass on
Sunday from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in Room 316 at the Student Union.
For more information,
contact Patti MacKown at
pmackown@mail.ucf.edu.

News.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editors
Sebastian Church and
'JeffWeiner x213
Opinions.CFF@gmailcom
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CIARIFICATION
In the March 25 issue of
the Future, an article "Collective Ba-rgaining ongoing,"
it must be clarified that the
UCF faculty and staffis still
protected by the old contract
until the new contract is
decided upon. That contract
outlines the rights and
responsibilities for employees and the university and
gievance procedltl.res are
found in it.
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Variety Editor
Christine Harper x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom
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Photo Editor
Rayma Jenkins
Photv.af@gmail.com

Staff Writers
Ryan Bass(Michelle Dendy,
William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
(arlos Maldonado,Jen Glantz,
Donald Thomann, Stephanie de Sousa,
William Perry, Mary Cristobal,
Jonathan Hohensee, Allen LeVin,
John Murphy, Shaun Bevin,
carmen (arroquino

Show up to the Recreation and Wellness Center
on Saturday at 6 p.m. to
watch the UCF Ice Hockey
Team take on the UCF
Roller Hockey Team.
For more information,
contact Steve Schade at
407-823-2408.

CAPE CANAVERAL Crew members aboard
space shuttle Discovery on
Thursday combed the outside of the vehicle with a
laser-tipped tool in a final
inspection before they
head back to Earth.
Astronauts conducted
the routine procedure
using Discovery's robotic
arm attached to a 50-foot
inspection boom.
"That's a perfect view,"
Mission control radioed the
astronauts as the boom
passed over Discov:ery's
right wing.
They were looking for
damage from micromete-

•

Sports.CFF@gmailcom

Watch Ice Hockey Saturday

Shuttle heading home
getting one more inspection

l

Sports Editor
Padrick Brewer x215

dent Research Week,"
there will be a workshop
focusing on using EndNote
and RetW"orks Tuesday at
' 10 am. in Room 221 at the
Student Union.
For more information,
, contact
Kimberly
Schnieder at 407-823-3125
or
e-mail
Research., Week@mail.ucf.edu.

WEST PALM BEACH
- She may be nearly 105,
but that won't stop this
great-great-great-grandmother from throwing out
the first pitch for a Marlins
spring training game next
month.
Maude Newkirk, who
turns 105 next week, will
throw out a pitch at Roger
Dean Stadium for the sixth
straight year on April 2.
Newkirk. who lives with
her granddaughter, credits
her longevity to her faith in
God.
Her family made her
stop driving at 90-yearsold, but she still loves
watching baseball and
going to church.

•

Online.CFF@gmailcom

As part of "UCF Stu-

105-year-old to throw first
pitch at Florida Marlins game

•

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213

Learn to use EndNote Tuesday

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

.

•

Catholic Mass this Sunday
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StaffPhotographers
(aitlin Bush, Ashley lnguanta, Corey
Maynard, Rami Rotlewicz, Greg Territo,
Amanda Moore, Reema Desai,
Liana Cole, Sharon Weaver
Co~y Editors
(aitlin Batters y, Andrea canterbury,
Ashley Camifax, Eric Fershtman,
Kelsey Hinton, Chris Hoadley,
Virginia Kiddy, Kayla Smith
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Every year, speakers representing the three Abrahamic religions of Judaism, Islam and Christianity unite to discuss the similarities between their faiths at the
Trialogue. This year it was hosted by the Muslim Student Association. Top: Muslim Student Organization President Tarek Aly introduces the speakers.

Trialogue brings religions together
CHELSYTRAU

more fasting, more saying of statements, of oral praise and commendation," Kouatli said. "But it's about
Representatives from the Jewish, · helping others and living our lives
Christian and Muslim faiths came of purpose as ·agents of mercy."
together Wednesday night to proRabbi Siger said that the Triamote unity by emphasizing their logue itself was an accomplishsimilarities.
ment.
The annual Trialogue was host"Don't kid yourselves for a seced in Pegasus Ballroom with Rabbi ond. If you don't think this is an act
Jonathin Siger, Imam Radwan of Talmudic Law, if you don't think
Kouatli and Isaac Hunter of Sum- getting three faiths that more often
mit Church, to stress the similari- than not are known for fighting with
ties and clarify the differences each other about real estate, or
between the three religions.
who's got the best road map to heavJustin Roisman, junior hospitali- en, you're greatly mistaken," ·Siger
ty major and president of Hillel, said. "This is precisely holy work."
said sharing knowledge helps unify
During his presentation, Hunter
different people.
pointed out that there are differ"It's about truth and bringing us ences of opinion even within the
all together," Roisman said. "There same religion, such as in the origin
is a lot more that we can do togeth- of man. He explained that his
er than we can do separately."
mother believes in creationism and
Each speaker explained his his brother supports evolution but
beliefs on the origin, creation and both are Christians.
purpose of man. Although specific
"Could the whole universe have
interpretations varied, the panel started with a giant bang 14 billion
agreed that man's purpose is to glo- years ago?" Hunter said. "Sure, it
rify God through worship of the could have. Could God have used a
creator and service to others. All lengthy process like natural selecexplained that they believed man to tion? Sure."
be made in the image and likeness
The consensus of the panel
·o fGod.
· Man was created to bear that
image as a representative of God
on Earth.
Kouatli said,
regardless of religious affiliation, a
person's objective
should be to do
good in the world.
"Doing righteous deeds is not
about just doing
more
praying,
Contributing Writer

revealed that these differences are
not the issues that matter most. It is
more important to focus on the
common heritage shared by all
three and what can be accomplished through th~ir unification.
Sophomore political science
major Ilysa Forman is involved with
Hillel and attended the Trialogue
for the first time. She said all three
faiths coming together for a discussion indicates that peace is possible.
"This shows that all religions
can get along," Forman said.
The discussion fits the template
for a university event, said Tarek
Aly, senior psychology major and
president of the Muslim Student
Association.
"There is a certain necessity for
colleges and universities to be at
the forefront of religious tolerance,"
he said.
The Trialogue is a result of
cooperation between the Jewish
Hillel Center, Campus Crusade for
Christ, and the Muslim Student
Association. Each year the groups
take turns hosting the event, and
this year the Muslim Student Association had its turn.
Aly said he felt that this was the
best discussion the Trialogue has
had without any ~ting of debate. He
said he was particularly impressed
by the quality of
the panel and the
things they had to
say.
"I was glued,
and a lot of other
people
were
glued," Aly said
Aly said it was
great to see three
groups that are
usually known for
fighting with each
other
come
together for a
common goal.

Mehreen Parvez hands a program to Mariam Zeini at UCF's fifth annual Trialogue Wednesday.

MOSTLY
CLOUDY

High:85°
Low:66°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

Today: Considerable cloudiness.

MOSTLY CLOUDY

High:88°
Low:68°

Sunday

High: 76°

Winds SSE at 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with a
slight chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Winds SSE at 10 c.
to 15 mph. Chance of rain 30%.

SCATTERED STORMSllow: 53°
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Joseph Mangabat, Brad Walkover
Editorial Adviser
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The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centraliloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, an~5 p.m. Wednesda~
for the Friday edition.
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STD PREVENTION
1. If you are born of uninfected parents and abstain from sexual activity,
your chances of acquiring STD are remote.
2. You can enjoy a varied and active sex life with very little risk of
infection if you are careful in selecting your partners.The most important
factor is familiarity with your partner, with whom you should have a
steady social and monogamous sexual relationship. Risk of getting
infection is greatly increased by having sex with a casual acquaintance,
whether a sex worker, a businessman, or any occupational grouping.
3. Use of a condom greatly reduces the risk of passing on infection to
either partner and also protects the female from pregnancy.
4.After unprotected sex with a casual partner,seek medical examination
before further sexual activity.
5. Once medical treatment is started,it is essential to undergo all
prescribed re-examinations until cure can be proven, to assist in ensuring
that all sex partners are examined to prevent reinfection, and to refrain
from sexual activity until proofof cure.
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In addition to getting
tested, other preventative
measures can be taken to
protect against infections.
Yerkes spoke about the
vaccine
Gardasil
that
reportedly protects against
the four main types of
human
papillomavirus
(HPV) that can cause genital warts and cervical cancer. The drug is approved
by the Food and Drug
Administration for women
ages 9 to 26, though Yerkes
said some recent studies
have shown that the vaccine
is effective in women as old
as 45, as well as men.
And while the vaccine's
high cost may put some students off - $120 for each of
the three shots - Yerkes
said it's worth the peace of
mind and potentially saved
medical bills, and most
insurance companies cover
the cost of the shots.
Yerkes also stressed that
an important defense
against getting an STD is
maintaining a healthy
immune system. Eating
well, exercising regularly
and not smoking are key to

keeping your body able to
fight off the infections that
can lead to serious illnesses,
she said
Coinciding with the
observation of Women's
History Month, the presentation noted that while
more men tend to carry
STDs such as herpes,
women generally display
more symptoms of the
virus that can cause sores
and flu-like symptoms.
Her pictures of what the
results of some STDs look
like elicited cries of shock
and disgust from some students.
Ashley Williams, a freshman business major, said
that she learned a lot from
the presentation, and said
that students could benefit
from more information.
"It would probably
lower the amount of students getting these diseases,'' she said of the presentation.
And after seeing the pictures of what can happen
after contracting a disease
like syphilis, she said she
learned one thing for sure.
"I know not to ever have
sex,'' she said with a laugh.

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Students rest fear of tests
WILLIAM JAMES BUCHANAN

STUDY TIPS

Contributing Writer

Pencil: Check. Raspberry Scantron: Check.
Nervous, sweaty palms
and a bouncing knee
resulting from the inability to recall a shred of
material covered during
the past eight weeks:
Check and check.
Fifty-two students participated in a workshop
held Tuesday in which
UCF Counseling Center
director Stacey. Pearson
addressed test anxiety.
The workshop was held as
part of the Self-Discovery
Knights, a series on varying topics of interest to
students involving relationships, stress management and time management.
''.At the core of test anxiety is not the test, not
how much you've prepared, not how good you
are at the subject matter,
but your thoughts,'' Pearson said
The general consensus
among the attendees was
an overwhelming fear that
without an ''A:.' on a test,
one could fail, lose a
scholarship or be unsuccessful.
Senior business major
Jeri Costello said she gets
really bad test anxiety that
causes her to over-analyze
every question.
''It only takes one question for me to go
'Hmmm?' and I secondguess the rest," Costello
said.
Students can induce
anxiety by negatively criticizing their memory or
competence, Pearson said
The first step is to jdentify
the anxieties, such as the
fear of failure and loss of
GPA or scholarships, and
then work on eliminating
the symptoms.
"I failed a couple of
tests along the way, but

PHOTOS BY RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Top: UCF Counseling Center Director Stacey Pearson coaches students on how
to quell test anxieties. Bottom: More than 50 test-wary students listen to tips
on how to study effectively and remain calm while taking tests.

I'm still standing here
today," Pearson reassured
the group.
Once a student feels
anxious, the
anxiety
builds upon itself, tier by
tier, Pearson said As for
second-guessing, she said
students who have passed
enough tests to make it to
UCF will probably continue to doso.
"For most people, the
first answer is the right
answer," Pearson said.
"Only change it if you
know that you know that
you know that it's wrong."
Pearson emphasized
building a cushion for study
time. While some contended they get their best studying done at the last minute,
Pearson said there was no
doubt that cramming
increases anxiety.
For studying, Pearson
recommended creating a

pre-test music playlist.
This should be a personal
list of motivational music
to get pumped up before
the exam. Also, she said to
skip the Red Bull - caffeine produces similar
effects to anxiety, such as
jitters and nervousness.
Freshman civil engineering major Dustin
Forsyth said for subjects
that get his pencil tapping
he takes his own notes
while re~ding the book;
then, the day before the
test, he reads them for a
refresher.
One technique Pearson
suggested was progressive muscle relaxation.
For approximately four
minutes, she had everyone in the room close
their eyes and take deep
breaths while squeezing
and releasing various
muscles. Pearson said stu-

1. Say No to No Doz: Sure,
you're going to do some lastminute cramming the night before
a test.Just don't do it with the aid
of quarts of coffee or tea. The
reason: Caffeine adds to stress.
Gulp some No Doz and, come testtime, you may be too wired to
focus on the job in front of you.
2. Eat Light: For a couple of
hours before a test, stay away from
heavy food - or,ifyou must,just
sample something light. Eat a lot
and you might get drowsy. Your
digestive system will be
competing with your brain for
oxygen-rich blood. Better than
eating, take a walk to get that
blood moving rapidly through
your body.
3.Avoid Distractions: Don't
give a second's thought to that idiot
sitting next to you who's writing
twice as fast as you can think. (She
or he is probably writing an angry
letter'to the professor, blaming
her/him for failing to inspire
her/him.)The test's the thing.
Concentrate only on it.
4. Take a Break: Pause
whenever you need to break the
tension. Close your eyes and
practice head rolls or another
relaxing exercise.
-

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO COUNSELING

dents could use this simple trick in class to calm
the body right before a
test.
Another way to take
notes and reduce anxiety,
·Pearson said, is to use
index cards. It helps to
keep busy and distract the
mind
''If you can battle yo ur
thoughts and relax your
body, you will be in better
shape no matter what the
material is,'' Pearson said
Self-Discovery
Knights, which is presented by the Counseling Center, is held ev ery semester
with updated material.
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orites that may have hit the
shuttle as it was docked to
the international space station for eight days. The
results will be compared
with those taken during an
inspection on the mission's
second day.
The procedure was put
in place after the 2003
Columbia disaster killed
seven astronauts.
Discovery and its sevenperson crew are due back
on Earth on Saturday after
its mission to deliver and
install power-generating
solar wings at the space station. Discovery undocked
from the space shuttle on
Wednesday.

$1.34 billion Everglades ·
land deal may be scaled back
WEST PALM BEACH
The economy could
force Florida to scale back
its $1.34 billion deal to purchase land from U.S. Sugar
Corp. to restore the Everglades, a person close to
the
negotiations
said
Thursday.
The state had been
working to secure financing so it can buy the 180,000
acres of land in the Everglades from the nation's
largest producer of cane
sugar. But the state may
now scale back the purchase to less than half the
acreage at less than half the
cost, said the person, who
was not authorized to
release details· and requested anonymity.
Gov. Charlie Crist was
celebrated for the historic
deal, which was announced
last June. Since then, the
deal has slowly started to
unravel, and could ultimately be viewed as a far
lesser accomplishment.
Crist's office did not
return calls seeking comment Thursday, but indicated this week the deal could
be altered.
-
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IDGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Connecticut school names its
first black head of music ·
WEST HARTFORD,
Conn. -Aaron Flagg, a jazz
trumpeter who has played
with Wynton Marsalis and
recorded with Roberta
Flack, has been named the
dean of the Hartt School in
Connecticut.
The 39-year-old Flagg is
executive director of the
Music Conservatory of
Westchester in White
Plains, N.Y., and has served
on the faculty at the Juilliard
School He is the first black
dean of the music school,
part of the University of
Hartford, and will start his
new job June 30.
Flagg is taking over for
Malcolm Morrison, who is
returning to teaching at
Hartt.
Hartt alumni include
singer Dionne Warwick
and television producer
Kent McCray.

Clemson student found dead
in room, authorities say

•

•
•
•
•
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CLEMSON, S.C.
Authorities say a Clem.son
University student has been
found dead in his off-campus apartment, though it's
unclear how he died
Clemson police said 22year-old Matthew Theiling
of Piedmont was found
dead in the bedroom of his
apartment shortly after
midnight Thursday. Pickens
County Coroner Kandy
Kelly told The Greenville
News that preliminary
autopsy results were inconclusive, but other tests are
pending.
Police Chief Jimmy
Dixon said investigators are
awaiting testing results, but
they believe the death may
be related to drug use.
A school spokesman
said Theiling was a junior
studying industrial engineering. Clemson dean Joy
Smith said Theiling was a
h.afdworking studel}t.
-
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~n Amenca~ flag hangs from debris in what was the living room of a mobile home
m Magee, Miss.,Thursday. Severe weather in the South unleashed tornadoes.
· I

20 injured when tornado rips
through Mississippi town
MAGEE, Miss. A
fierce storm system that
kicked up a devastating tornado that injured 20 people
in a tiny Mississippi town
and scattered thunderstorms across the South
churned eastward Thursday, leaving a trail of
ripped-up rooftops, shattered mobile homes and
downed power ·l ines and
trees.
There were no immediate reports of deaths, but
Mayor Jimmy Clyde in the
south-central town of
Magee said stunned residents were still surveying
the destruction from a predawn twister that smashed
through dozens of homes,
apartment duplexes anq
even toppled a church and
cemetery tombstones.
"This is like reliving
Hurricane Katrina all over
again and that's no fun,"
Clyde said as office phones
rang
constantly
with
reports of storm-damaged
neighborhoods and lost
power and water service.
''We got hit back then and
we've really been hit now."
The twister smashed
through south-central Mississippi's piney wood
forests around 1:30 a.m. as
severe thunderstorms rumbled across the Southeast.
Power blackouts affected
tens of thousands of
Louisiana residents and
authorities reported damage to some Alabama
homes. Georgia residents
also braced for potentially
heavy rains. Forecasts call
for more storms Thursday
and Friday night.
Mississippi's governor
declared a state of emergency in Simpson County
· where Magee is located. At
least nine counties reported damage Thursday. An
elementary school was
closed in Amite County in
southern Mississippi after
high winds tore off part of
its roo£

Nurse accused of siphoning
dying woman's morphine
ANN ARBOR, Mich. Prosecutors have charged a
nurse with stealing morphine by using a syringe to
siphon
the
narcotic
painkiller from the bedside
of a dying woman.
A warrant issued by
Washtenaw
County
authorities said Esther
Najer, 48, stole morphine
four times on Sept. 6 from
the room of meningitis
patient LaKrisha Dobbins
who died later that day.
Najer, of Willis, was not
immediately arraigned on
the four counts of larceny.
Najer entered Dobbins'
room at the University of
Michigan hospital and
appeared to be checking
whether the patient's intravenous drip was working,
Dobbins' mother, Janette
Birton of Ypsilanti, told
The Ann Arbor News in an
article published Thursd~y.
Dobbins' family said
they were concerned that a
lack of morphine may have
caused suffering.
"It's just devastating and
compounds the grief," said
Birton, who reported her
suspicions to relatives and
hospital officials.
University police Lt.
Robert Neumann said
detectives spent months
investigating the complaint.
Najer last worked at the
hospital on Sept. 7, hospital
officials said. They would
not disclose her current job
status.
If convicted, she faces up
to four years in priso for
each charge. Najer did not

have a listed telephone
number. Court records didn't indicate she had a lawyer.

Car bomb kills at least 20 in a
Baghdad commercial street
BAGHDAD - A car
bomb exploded Thursday
along a bustling commercial street in a mostly Shiite
area of north Baghdad,
killing at least 20 people in
the third major attack in the
capital this month.
Recent
high-profile
blasts suggest that Sunni
insurgents are trying to
mount a comeback as the
U.S. prepares to leave Iraqi
cities in three months and
hand over responsibility
for security in the capital to
the Iraqis.
Shaken survivors voiced
fears that the blast heralded
a return to violence that
swept the Iraqi capital
before U.S. and Iraqi forces
turned the tide in late 2007.
Witnesses said the vehicle - believed to be a yellow Peugeot - was parked
along a street near a bus
stop, a food market and a
hospital in the Shaab district when it blew up
around noon
The blast shattered
small shops and food stalls,
scattering apples, oranges
and bananas in pools of.
blood, Associated Press
Television News video
showed. At a nearby hospital,
doctors
cleaned
wounds of frightened children as they cried out in
pain.
Shaab, located on the
northern fringes of the city,
had been a mixed area of
Sunnis and Shiites until
many Sunnis were driven
out in the wave of ethnic
slaughter two years ago.
The Iraqi army's Baghdad command said 20 people were killed and 73
wounded in Thursday's
blast. An Interior Ministry
official said 22 civilians
were killed and 48 wounded. Local police and hospital officials put the toll at 26
killed and 37 wounded.

Somali pirates hijack two
tankers in less than 24 hours
BRUSSELS - Pirates
armed with machine guns
pursued and captured a
Norwegian
chemical
tanker off the coast of
Somalia on Thursday, the
owners said, less than 24
hours after a smaller
Greek-owned vessel was
seized in the same area.
The U.S. 5th Fleet,
which patrols the pirateinfested Gulf of Aden, confirmed both hijackings and
said they happened in the
same area but separate
from the gulf, one of the
world's busiest - and now
most treacherous - sea
lanes.
The 23,000-ton Norwegian-owned Bow Asir was
seized 250 miles (400 kilometers) off the Somali
coast on Thursday morn- .
ing, and the 9,000-ton
Greek-owned
Nipayia,
with 19 crew members, was
attacked about 450 miles
(720 kilometers) off Somalia on Wednesday afternoon,
the
European
Union's
military
spokesman said.
Norway's shipowner's
association said the Bow
Asir had a crew of27 with a
Russian captain, but the 5th
Fleet said there were 23
erew on board. Fleet
spokesman Lt. Nate Christensen said the Norwegian
ship
was
Bahamianflagged, but he did not
know its cargo. U.S. Cmdr.
Jane Campbell confirmed
the hijacking on Wednesday of the Nipayia.
-
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Turf, irrigation
techniques h-elp
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CONTACT:
to stay healthy while
Physical Plant Maintenance
conserving water," FarSuperintendent
rar said.
znizic@mail.ucf.edu
According to the U.S.
Phone: 407-823-3206
Drought Monitor, which
Fax: 407-823-2911
shows
the
nation's
drought
intensities,
Florida's drought condi- sewage treatment plant,
tions currently range said that 190,000 people
from abnormally dry to contribute wastewater to
severe drought. Central Iron Bridge.
_
Florida is classified as
"Reclaimed water is
moderate, with 70 per- very beneficial and procent of the area under vides a reliable source,"
drought conditions.
Rang said. "Since this
Memory Mall is on a water is recycled, it saves
very restrictive water millions of gallons of
schedule and is land- drinking water each day."
scaped with grass and
But Quigley said
plants conducive to sav- keeping the mall welling water, Quigley said. watered doesn't ensure
Unless they have an its·health. Because of the
emergency or event Memory Mall's popularionflict, almost all of the ty, he said the grass has
watering is done at night, been weathering.
to reduce evaporation.
''It is being used about
He also said Memory 16 times a week, and
Mall has a special type of everybody is ripping
turf known as seashore Memory Mall .to shreds,"
paspalum. It has more Quigley said. "People
drought
tolerance, don't respect that turf is
requires less irrigation a living aspect."
and fewer maintenance
And with several
requirements.
thousand
sprinklers
_UCFispumpingwater across campus, everyout of three different thing is not going to go
sources: potable water, perfect, Quigley said.
which waters a small
Almost every day
amount of grass in the sprinkler heads are bromiddle of campus; UCF's ken by vehicles driving
ground water well; and off the sidewalks; howreclaimed water from the ever, Q!ligley said a fullIron Bridge sewage treat- time crew tries to repair
ment plant.
them immediately to
According to the City keep from watering the
of Orlando Web site, this sidewalks.
plant treats .the sewage
For junior undeclared
from south -Seminole major Nicole Neal, savand north Orange coun- ing water is the most
ties by pumping it important, but she said
through the Orl::µ1do - maintaining an attractive
Wetlands Park in East campus is also necessary.
Orange County.
"The appearance of
The water is then sent the school is important,"
through
a
nutrient Neal said. 'We are giving
removal process, then UCF a good reputation
stores for reuse.
for maintenance and are
Bob Rang, chief oper- making the campus
ator of the Iron Bridge more enjoyable."

FROM
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without insurance right
now, ERs are having a hard
time collecting all the
money they bill.
This combination of
problems will force hospitals to stop providing outreach efforts and other free
services, Husty said.
Shay Miller graduated
from UCF in 2004 with his
master's degree in health
services administration.
Due to budget issues, he
said he was laid off from
his job working in hospital
administration in South
Florida.
Miller said he made the
four-hour
drive
from
Naples to attend the symposium hoping it would
provide him an opportunity to network with others
in the profession.
"[It] reinforced everything I've learned in the
[HSA] program," Miller
said about the event.
Miller
said
having
worked in health administration, he could relate to
the difficult aspects of
health services that were
discussed.
However, the status of
clinical medicine, in spite
of the economy, will
remain relatively stable
PHOTOS BY RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
because people will always Keynote speaker Dr. Todd Husty, top, WESH News Channel l 's medical reporter, answers questions at the symposiu_m.
be getting sick, Husty said. Bottom, Beth Boyer Kolias, Tom Moore, Ken Peach, Becky Quammen and Tracy Swanson respond to student questions.
But the economic downturn is not all bad, as Rusty's keynote speech.
and passionate about what she found the panel
healthcare systems will be
The panel touched on they do.
insightful.
forced to improve, Husty how the economic stimuSenior HSA major Car" It was good having
said.
lus package will impact oline Hulecki said she was actual professionals in the
A five-member discus- · healthcare administration uplifted by the information field give us an insight of
sion panel of healthcare by giving health care given and found it helpful what is actually going on
experts including Beth providers money to put in learning where the job right now in the field,"
Boyer Kolias, the director their medical records in opportunities lie for gradu- Sanchez said.
of strategic service line electronic form.
ates in her major.
Hosted by the Health
planning for
Orlando
Abby Sanchez·, a HSA Services Administration
Students were encourHealth, and Tom Moore, aged by the panel to learn graduate student and pres- Alumni Chapter, this was
the vice president of the both good technical and ident of the Health the fifth annual State of
public sector of United interpersonal skills and to Services Administration Health Care in Central
Healthcare,
followed be adaptive, as well as bold Student Association, said Florida Symposium.
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Alaska volcano erupts twice
MARY PEMBERTON
Associated Press

ANCHORAGE, Alaska
Alaska's Mount Redoubt erupted several times Thursday,
spewing a more than 12-milehigh cloud that could drop ash
on Anchorage for _the first time
since the volcano began erupting Sunday night.
The Alaska Volcano Observatory said the first eruption
about 8:30 a.m. shot an ash
cloud about 30,000 feet in the
air, and a second eruption
about an hour later sent ash ,
65,000 feet high - the highest
cloud since the eruptions
began. Several smaller eruptions followed, with none of
their plumes surpassing 20,000
feet.
The largest eruption caused
a mud flow into the Drift River
near the base of the volcano.
Before Thursday's eruptions
the volcano had been relatively
quiet for more than a day.
According to the National
Weather Service, prevailing
winds are expected to carry ash
from the larger eruption east
·across Cook Inlet toward some
of Alaska's larger communities.
An ash fall advisory for the
western Kenai Peninsula covers
the towns of Kenai, Soldotna
and Cooper Landing.
Anchorage spokeswoman
Jenny Evans said the state's
largest city, roughly 100 miles
northeast of the volcano, could
see trace amounts of ash.
Alaska Airlines canceled all
flights to and from Anchorage
until sunrise Friday, and all
planes at Elmendorf Air Force
Base in Anchorage were either
placed in shelters or moved to
other bases. Ash poses a significant threat to aircraft engines.
Minor amounts of ash were
expected to fall on Homer, a
tourist and fishing town at the
southern tip of the Kenai Peninsula.
The National Weather Service also issued a flash flood
warning for the Drift River,
near the volcano. Eruptions can
cause snow and ice to melt on
the mountain, resulting in
flooding along the river that
drains from the mountain.
Research geologists with the
U.S. Geological Survey have
said a lot of snow and ice
remains on the mountain,
increasing the danger from
mud flows that already have
downed hundreds of trees and
carved a huge gouge out of a
glacier.
The mud flows also have littered the airport at the Drift
River Terminal, a Chevronoperated facility that has been
shut down but still has 6.2 million gallons of crude stored in
two tanks. Until the airport runway is cleared, it is unusable.
Eleven employees were
evacuated from the terminal
Monday. An attempt to reach
the terminal by helicopter on

Green Fee
could go
into effect
as early as
fall2010
FROM
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Ash from Mount Redoubt collects in depressions on a frozen marsh in Trapper Creek,Alaska, Tuesday. The volcano 100 miles southwest of Anchorage,
has been erupting since Sunday night sending ash douds an estimated 50,000 feet into the air where winds ~rried it to the Susitna Valley.

Wednesday was unsuccessful,
but previous flights indicated
that the oil storage tanks were
not damaged and surrounding
berms 'and dikes to contain any
spilled oil were also OK.
Since the first series of eruption Sunday night and early
Monday morning, the volcano
has had several smaller bursts
with most ash falling on sparsely populated areas northwest of

Anchorage. Some people in
more populated areas were
nervous about getting a dusting
from Thursday's eruptions.
"Right riow there is nothing
really we can do but shut the
doors, keep ourselves closed
up," said Juxia Scarpitta, owner
of Halcyon Heights Bed and
Breakfast in Homer.
Scarpitta said she's expecting the arrival of visitors "from

Donate Plasma!

another disaster area" - along
North Dakota's Red River,
where a historic crest is expected Saturday and thousands of
sandbaggers are trying to prevent widespread flooding.
Scarpitta said the family is coming so one of them can celebrate his birthday in Alaska.
"He is still coming right now.
I advised him to get trip insurance," she said.

Al

said Stephen Mortellaro, the
chair of SG.A'.s Governmental
Affairs Committee.
Mortellaro said in addition to
the Green Fee, students lobbied
legislators on issues such as deferential tuition, health insurance
and Bright Futures.
This year, though, the trip
happened to coincide with the
day that the bill containing the
fee went to its first vote. So some
of the UCF students who went
up Tuesday stayed in Tallahassee
an extra day to support the bill.
Mortellaro, who spearheaded
the campaign two years ago, said
that the students' persistence will
realize the Green Fee.
"I am very confident, we are
committed," he said. "With our
support, the Green Fee will pass:•
The Green Fee ·is included as
an amendment to a bill proposed
by UCF alumnus and Florida
Sen. Lee Constantine. If the bill is
passed, Florida's public colleges
and universities would be
allowed to implement renewable
energy fees after they are
approved by their own students
and boards of trustees.
...,
UCF's version of the fee was
approved by students in a referendum vote last spring. Other
public colleges and universities, 4'
such as the University of Florida
and Florida State University,
have also passed student referendums for renewable energy fees.
Delanois said the student support was integral to his proGreen Fee argument.
"We said, 'Hey, students say
we want this, they voted on this
already and a lot of the other
schools have too,' " he said
Senior legal studies major
Luis Benedetto went to Tallahassee Monday night with students -~
from other schools solely to
lobby for the Green Fee. After sitting down and discussing the fee
with legislative aides on Tuesday •
· and Wednesday, he said he was
excited to see the bill garner the
committee's unanimous support.
"We all feel pretty great, but ~
there's a lot more work to be
done through session, so I'll feel a
lot better in July when Governor
Crist signs it into law," he said
The bill still has to make its
way through a couple more committees before coming to a general vote, Benedetto said. If all
goes according to plan, UCF
could see the fee implemented in
fall 2010.
'-
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Reflecting on historic turnaround
from women's basketball
ALLEN LEVIN
Contributing Writer

After its first NCAA Tournament appearance
since 1999, the UCF Women's Basketball team's
cinderella season ended against perennial ACC
powerhouse UNC.
Playing in the Raleigh regional, the
Knights lost 85-80 to the Tar Heels in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament last
Saturday. But even though they lost, the
Knights are still pleased with the turnaround of their season.
The Knights were supposed to have
a bad season, and they were the preseason pick to finish in last place in Conference USA
A 2-11 record to start the season
didn't really prove doubters wrong.
'We started out 2-11, and we really figured out as a team that there
were a lot of little things we weren't
doing," UCF head coach Joi Williams
said. 'We were missing assignments here
and there defensively. We made a decision
that we wanted to be successful in the conference season. We had a meeting before our Southern Miss game, and they bought into doing the little things that it took. Once we took care of
detailed things, we had some success in the conference season."

II

•

The turnaround
In their first game of league play, the Knights
defeated conference front runner Southern Miss.
That victory got UCF rolling on a 3-0 start in conference play. The Knights proceeded to go 15-5 in
their final 20 games, gaining momentum and confidence in the process.
"I don't know if everything fell into place, but
we kind of put everything together in that (Southern Miss) game," Williams said. "It certainly gave
us confidence and gave us a great start to the conference season. Game by game, our team grew
more confident, and they realized that we've got
to continue those small things. It gets tougher and
tougher."
Williams attributes the Knights' quick turnaround to their tough non-conference schedule.
"It helped us a great deal, because we played
teams from BCS conferences," Williams said. 'We
played teams from conferences that have been
very strong traditionally, such as the Big 12, ACC
and Big East, which only helped make us stronger
PLEASE SEE

•

UCF sophomore guard Chelsie Wiley was the team's second-leading
scorer during the season, leading the team in scoring in 17 of the team's
34 games and averaging 14.9 points per game. Wiley is one of five UCF
starters who will return to the school next season.
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Woman's tennis
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BRIGHT ON A8

Baseball

Battle with Bulls
Knights drop two to JU
falls .p rey
leaves UCF beaten toUCF
the big inning

•

CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer
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The UCF Women's
Tennis team lost 4-3 to the
65th-ranked USF Bulls on
the road Wednesday at the
Varsity Tennis Courts.
The Knights dropped
their fourth consecutive
match, which evened their
record to 8-8 on the season.
"It was probably one of
the best matches we've
had all year as far as intensity, as far competition,"
assistant coach Jacopo
Tezzasaid.
The Knights won three
singles matches off the
rackets of senior Elvira
Serrot, junior Katie Orletsky and freshman Andrea
Yacaman.
In doubles competition, USF took two of
three.
At the No. 1 spot, the
27th-ranked doubles team
of Serrot and sophomore
Jenny Frisell fought hard
but fell 9-7.

NEWS TO NOTE
DOUBLING UP

UCF's Elvira Serrot and Jenny
Frisell, one of the better doubles
tandems in the country, are 7-3
in their past 10 doubles matches.
ROUGH PATCH

After winning three consecutive
matches, the Knights have lost
their past four matches.
At the No. 2 spot, the
freshman team of Yacaman and Nexis Rodriguez
lost 8-1, which secured a lo lead for the Bulls.
The duo of Orletsky
and freshman Christy
Core picked up UCF's
lone doubles victory, 8-4,
at the No. 3 spot.
The teams then turned
to singles play.
At the No. 1, Frisell was
downed in straight sets, 60, 6-4 to No. 82 Irene
Rechberger.
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON AS

RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

Giving up the big inning
has been a huge problem for
the UCF Baseball team so
far this season. UCF has
given up four or more runs
in an inning 14 times this
season, with two of those
coming against Jacksonville
on Tuesday and Wednesday.
The Knights (7-17 overall,
0-3 in Conference USA)
gave up seven runs in the
first inning on Tuesday at
Jay Bergman Field en route
to a 14-9 loss.
Wednesday's game at
Jacksonville wasn't any better, with the Knights giving
up seven runs in the eighth
inning to let Jacksonville (148) sweep the two-game
series with a 9-5 win.
"You can't go out there
and give up big innings early
and expect· to constantly
battle back and put yourself
in position to win," UCF
head coach Terry Rooney
said after Tuesday's game. ''I
thought the guys battled all

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UC F's Josh Siebenaler dives back to first base Tuesday against the Jacksonville
Dolphins. In the home-and-h~me series, Siebenaler was 2-for-8 with 3 RBIs.

day, and we scratched and
clawed, and we did some
good things offensively, but
the bottom line is we need to
get off to a good start."
In the final game of the
home-and-home series, the
Knights held a 5-2 lead heading into the bottom of the
eighth inning when D.J.
Hicks replaced Jaager Good
on the mound
It all fell apart after that.
Hicks walked the first batter
he faced and saw the lead
cut to 5-4 offAlex Swenson's
bat, who drove a 0-1 pitch
over the left-field fence for a

home run.
Hicks allowed two more
runners to get on but found
himself in a favorable situation with two outs and
Jamaal Hawkins up to bat.
Hawkins had been l-for-4
before that at bat, but he
smoked a double to left,
plating two runs and erasing
the UCF lead for good
It's that big inning that
led to another UCF loss,
their seventh straight.
Tuesday's game wasn't
any better, with UCF starter
Brennan Dobbins not makPLEASESEE BROWN ON
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Bright future awaits UCF

is it going to take to win a
championship?
for the Conference USA
"The collective answer
season. I think Conference was four, but as a coaching
USA is a very tough con- staff we corrected them
ference, but when you're · and said one, and I think
able to go outside and play our team bought into that.
different styles of play, dif- We had an attitude that
fere.n t venues and differ- there was one game.
ent coaches, it only makes
"Realistically, it's very
you stronger."
difficult, which is why
we're only the second
Conference collision
team in the history of ConThe Knights dominated ference USA to [win four
conference play, going a games in the tournament].
perfect 8-0 at home and You don't see many teams
finishing ll-5 overall in the win four nights straight. I
conference, a far cry from credit our team a lot for
last season's 3-13 record in doing that. I also credit our
league play.
coaching staff, which did a
"That motivated us, fantastic job. It takes effort
that we were picked last," on everyone's part to do
Williams said. "We knew that."
that we weren't the worst
team in Conference USA, Going dancing
so it really motivated us,
With the conference
because everyone else championship, the Knights
thought we were. We went received an automatic bid
in to it from Day One, into the NCAA Tournawhether it was conference ment. And although the
or non-conference, that we Knights had to face the Tar
had to earn respect. Our Heels, Williams said her
goal was to let people team was. ready.
know that UCF was going
"Once we found out our
to be a team that was much opponent, the first thing
improved and hopefully you think about in North
be a contender by the end Carolina is
athletes,''
of the season."
Williams said. "They are
The Knights knew they phenomenal athletes. We
would have a tough climb knew they'd pressure us
heading into the confer- and almost try to bully us.
ence tournament, but they I thought we did a good
never doubted themselves. job handling that. When
we found out our oppoFour for four
nent, our kids weren't
UCF was the fifth seed nervous or scared."
in the tournament and
Although the Knights
opened with a narrow 66- lost to the Heels, they did64 victory over 12th-seed- n't go down without a
ed Rice.
fight. UCF went on a 9-1
UCF went on to beat run during the :fmal 30 secHouston, SMU, and South- onds to pull the game
ern Miss, all by double dig- within five, but they simits in the. following three ply ran out of time.
days, leading to its firstAlthough the team fell
ever C-USA title.
short, they fought hard just
"It's tough, but we as they had all season long.
looked at it as one game,"
Sophomore
Emma
Williams said. 'We took all Cannon led the Knights_
four days like that, and we with 18 points and 14
asked our team the ques- rebounds, not a surprising
tion after . [the season line from the C-USA First
:fmale], how many games Team selection.
FROM
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"Emma has been outstanding as far as consistency all year long,"
Williams said "I think her
strength this year was really on the boards. She did a
great job on both ends of
the floor, and she got better down the stretch in the
tournament and really
being able to score the ball
for us.
''The other thing that
goes with that is the
perimeter players that
were able to get her the
ball, because she couldn't
do it by herself. Wy really
had a great inside-out
attack. You got to have balance to win a championship."

A bright future

I

Although the season: is
over, the Knights have a
very bright future.
UCF, which fielded one
of the youngest lineups in
the country this season,
will return every player
who played a minute for
them, barring any transfers.
"The future is very
bright," Williams said.
"The thing we have to do
as a coaching staff is we
can't be complacent and
our players can't be complacent. We've accomplished a lot this year, but
our goal now is to do it
again and to do it in a better fashion. We want to do
a lot better in our non-conference season. We want
to be more consistent
through out the year.
'We'vegotalongwayto
go, but it's great to be able
to lay the foundation that
we laid as far as being able
to look at· the trophy, look
at the net, look at the banner that's going to hang
and know what were working for. It's going to make
us better in the future and
we're going to add some
players that will complement the players we have,
so it should be fun."

Brown extends streak to 15
FROM

A7

ing it to the second out, as
he was pulled by Rooney
after the Knights found
themselves down 7-0.
The Knights ·scored
three runs in the home
half of the second inning,
but continued .to make
errors and couldn't help
Dobbin's
replacement,
Evan Stobbs, and Jacksonville was able to
muster five more runs off
of him, with only two of
those being earned
"The reality is this, for
any team, it's hard to come
back when you are in the
hole seven runs, period,''
Rooney said. "I thought
these guys battled, I mean,
just look at the scoreboard.
We kept battling and battling and battling from an
offensive standpoint."
The two bright spots
for the Knights on the
night came from Shane
Brown and Jake Huxtable.
Brown finished the game
4-for-6 with a home run

and three RBIs, which
extended his hitting streak
to 15 games. Huxtable
recorded a home run ofhis
own, the second of his
career, and also registered
two hits.
"The guy, you just put
him at the three hole and
he continually gets big hits
when you need them,"
Rooney said of Brown.
!'He is a gamer from the
essence of a baseball
standpoint. You look up
and you say who do you
want in a big situation, we
have a couple of guys, but
Brown is de:fmitely one of
those guys."
The frustrations continue to increase for the
team as the big innings
continue to spoil otherwise solid performances~
Rooney repeatedly praises
his players' efforts and
instructs them to get better, but he also tells it like it
is.
"I am staying extremely
positive with them, but I
am also being a realist," he

said "The fact of the matter is this: this team has not
won. The kids on this
team have not participated
in an NCAA Regional,
they have never won more
than eight games in Conference USA and they
have never won at a high
level here."
A microcosm of the
team's struggles came in
the sixth inning, when the
Knights were within striking distance at 9-4.
Huxtable couldn't handle
a ball at third, allowing
Jacksonville's Jimmy Howick to reach base. Two
pitches later, the Dolphins
capitalized with three runs
crossing the plate. It's been
a familiar sight for the the
Knights all season long.
'When you're not winning, everything gets magnified," Rooney said.
"[Tuesday night] is a perfect example. We are in
the .game there late in the
game and we make an
error and then the next
pitch clears the bases."

.
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Knights just shy of comeback
FROM

Katie Orletsky,
seen here in an
archive photo,
wasoneof3
Knights to win
a singles match
against USF.

A7

Orletsky answered at
the No. 6 spot, picking up
her match 6-3, 6-2, and
narrowing the lead to one
point.
The
Knights
fell
behind 3-1 after Core
dropped a 6-2, 7-5 decision at the No. 5 spot.
Yacaman held off the
loss momentarily, though,
when she won 6-2, 6-3 at
the No. 2 spot.
Serrot evened the
score at the No. 3 spot in a
close match that went
three sets.
She did not let the second set, in which she was
shut out, disrupt her confidence, bouncing back to
win 6-3, 0-6, 6-1.

•
l

I
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GREGORYTERRITO /
CENTRAL FLORIDA
FUTURE

"Elvi has had some
trouble with her confidence, but [WednesdayJ
was a great win for her
confidence," Tezza of her
performance.
In the final match,
Rodriguez was able to
take the first set at the No.
4 spot, but fell 3-6, 6-3, 6-3,

.,
.,

ending UCF's comeback
bid.
The Knights return
home today for the first of
their :fmal two home
matches of the season.
UCF looks to end its
four-match losing streak,
taking on LouisianaLafayette at 10 a.m.
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Sanford bar
lets you grab
fun by the
horns for free!
MIKE BALDUCCI
Contributing Writer

Carrie Burasteski,
18, rides a bull for
the third time. She
first started going to
The Barn a month
. ago and enjoys all
the freebies.

Step into The Barn in Sanford
and you'll find a scene that looks
more like a country western bar in
Dallas than a busy nightclub in
Orlando.
On Friday nights, there's a
mechanical bull, poker tables,
karaoke, line dancing and massage
tables.
Best of all, everything is free.
"With the economy the way it is,
I knew I had to make everything ,
more affordable to keep this place
going:' said owner Eric Thims.
Thims threw out all the stops to
make sure The
Barn is more
affordable to college
students.
Free cover, free 1200 S.FRENCH AVE.
drinks and free SANFORD,FL
bull
riding 407-324--2276
brought in a
crowd of about
400 on a Friday night.
The large crowd included plenty ofUCF students, although most
had graduated in the fate '90s.
After the DJ made an announcement asking for all UCF students,
past and present, to make their
presence known. most students fell
into the "past" category.
The average polo shirt-wearing
college student may not blend in
well with the crowd, but if you don
a pair of boots and a cowboy hat,
you meet the dress code.
Every Thursday, The Barn!s
rodeo atmosphere takes a backseat
to the more familiar Orlando
nightlife. College Night is full of
what some college students are
used to: bikini contests, prize giveaways and all-you-can-drink specials. Sure, it's Tim McGraw that's
blaring and not Kanye West. but
aside from that, it's very similar.
College Night, Thims says, is the
best time for a UCF student to saddle up and make the trek to Sanford.
"l"ve always been willing to
adjust to bring in bigger crowds,"
said Thims. "Ifit means that we get
big enough to send a bus over to
UCF and shuttle a crowd over, I'll
do it. If a fraternity wants to have a
social here, I'll do it."
There's a lot to like about The
Barn if you're in the country spirit:
live music almost every weekend,
huge line-dancing areas and the
always-popular mechanical bull.
Ifyou're expecting the DJ to play '
Top 40 hits, the drinks to taste like
cosmopolitans or the local high-

THE BARN

PLEASE SEE

HANG ON A10

The Griffins live long and prosper Reno 9Il! gives
JOSH BROWNE

us a phone call

Contributing Writer

•

•

•

The popular animated sitcom Family Guy
will be airing a Star
Trek-themed episode
titled, "Not All Dogs
Go to Heaven" this
weekend.
Cast
members
from Star Trek: The
Next Generation will .
be making special
guest voice appearances. This episode
takes the Griffin
family to the annual Qµahog Star
Trek convention
where
Stewie
gets enraged because he
doesn't get to ask any of
the cast members questions. In true Stewie fashion, he builds a transporter and teleports the
cast to his bedroom
where they can all enjoy a
day in Qµahog.
The Future recently
had the opportunity to
interview David A Goodman. executive producer
and show runner for Family Guy. The episode airs
Sunday at 9 p.nL on Fox.
Central
Florida
Future: It's
ommon

MIKE BALDUCCI
Contributing Writer

The biggest little city in
the world has given Cedric
Yarbrough his big break.
Surrounded by triggerhappy officers, short-shorts
wearing deputies and
roller-skating delinquents,
Yarbrough's Deputy Jones
is entering his sixth season
on Comedy Central's Reno
911!

Stewie builds a transporter and beams the entire cast of Star Trek: The N ~
Generation into his bedroom on a new episode of Family Guy, airing Sunday.

knowledge that you're a
big Trekkie and that you
wrote the Star Trek
episode for Futurama.
Did you have a hand in
writing this episode as
well?
David
Goodntan:
The episode was written
by one of our writers,
Danny Smith, and he did a
great job. A lot of the
original ideas for the stor+

were his. We all worked
on all: the scripts on the
show. I had a hand in all
the episodes that we do in
terms of figuring out the
story and pitching out
jokes with the rest of the
writers, but the writer of
this episode is Danny
Smith, a very talented
writer. He's been with
PLEASE SEE

LI KE ON A10

Yarbrough, who grew
up doing classical theater
such as Shakespeare and
Chekhov,
has
since switched
to

in Reno 911!, Meet the Fockers, The 40 Year Old Vi78in,
and The Boondocks. The
Future
talked
with
Yarbrough
about
the
upcoming season of Reno,
as well as his future in acting and his relationship
with Deputy Dangle.
Central
Florida
Future: Season six starts
next week on April L Can
you tell me anything about
it?
Cedric Yarbrough:
We've got the same old
ridiculous stuff. A couple of
new
PLEASE SEE

RENO ON
A10

COURT

HITE / COMEDY CENTRAL

Reno 91V. returns to the small screen next week. Cedric '{arbrough who plays

Deputy~ Jones said that Deputy Dangle definitely has a man crush on him.

AlO
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ONLINE COVERAGE
That's What She Says
by Billie Hartl
Who's that cutie in the front row?
Read our relationship columnist's
advice on dating in the same
major and why you may want to
think twice.

Modem Culture Shock
by Kris Kelly
Sci Fi's switching to Sy Fy? Sigh.
Our culture guy talks about the
station's tragic breakup with
geeks.

Counter Culture
by Tyler Gillespie
Our lifestyle columnist"pokes"
around with the idea of Facebook
stalking.

"Style Your Soles'' p·review ·
by Chelsea Tracz
Read about Natura Coffee &Tea5
shoe-rifle party on Saturday.

For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com

The time with that producer
FROM A9

Family Guy for a long

time. Even though he's not
necessarily the biggest
Trekkie, he's a truly funny
person and did a great,
great job. So we all contribute, but it started with
Danny.
CFF: Who is your
favorite character on Family Guy?

Goodman: I don't
know that I have a favorite
character. I think they're
all at different times. They
all make me laugh and
that really is a function of
how talented the writers
are, the writers that I work
with are, and [creator

Seth MacFarlane] is, and
the actors who voice
them. I honestly don't
have a favorite character.
They're all great and fun
to write and fun to watch.
I'm a huge fan of this show
as well, which makes
coming to work a joy.
CFF: One of the funniest gags on the show is
when Peter starts fighting
the big yellow chicken
that seems to pop out of
nowhere. It was thought
that the chicken died but
then it came back about a
year later. Are there going
to be any more gags on the
show?
Goodman: In terms of
[the] giant chicken gag,

Reno cop talks dream roles
FROM A9

MOVIETIMES

Courtesy DreamWorks

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS {PG)

The world learns that the military has
been quietly rounding up other
monsters over the years. This ragtag
group consists of the brilliant but
insect-headed Dr. Cockroach, Ph.D.;
the macho half-ape, half-fish The
Missing Link; the gelatinous and
indestructible B.0.B.; and the 350foot grub called lnsectosaurus. Their
confinement time is cut short
however, when a mysterious alien
robot lands on Earth and begins
storming the country.
Directed by: Rob Letterman, Conrad

Vernon

Starring: Reese Witherspoon, Hugh Laurie,

Will Arnett, Seth Rogen, Rainn Wilson,
Steplfen Colbert, Kiefer Sutherland, Paul
Rudd

Courtesy Miramax Films

ADVENTURELAND (R)

It's the summer of 1987, and James
Brennan, an uptight recent college
grad, can't wait to embark on his
dream tour of Europe. But when his
parents announce they can no longer
subsidize his trip, James has little
choice but to take a lowly job at a
local amusement park. Lucky for
James, what should have been his
worst summer ever turns into quite
an adventure as he discovers love in
the most unlikely place with his
captivating co-worker Em, and learns
to loosen up.

you always want to make
sure that you're doing
something fresh. I think
the last time we did the
giant chicken, they sort of
ended up going out to
dinner. Peter ended up
going out to dinner with
his wife, which was a
pitch that one of the writers, I think. Alex Sulkan,
one of the writers that
pitched that idea, and that
just freshened the whole
thing up. It gave it new
twists to it, so if we do it
again, we're going to have
to find something that
tops that. So we certainly
talk about it all the time,
but we have not found
that idea yet.

characters coming in:
We've got George Lopez
as our mayor, Mayor Hernandez. We also have the
lovely Carmen Electra
joining us, the amazing
Patton Oswalt and of
course we have Nick
Swardson as Terry, our
roller-skating friend and a
hilarious improvisationalist.
CFF: Did you plan on
doing comedy when you
graduated from college or
were you planning for
more dramatic roles?
Yarbrough: I was kind
of hoping for anything,
' really. I just wanted to be
employed-· I had my hand
in a lot of stuff. A lot of
voiceover work. improv, a
ton of musical theater,
learned how to cry, a lot of
dancing.
CFF: Which is ironic
since Jones is such a terrible dancer on the show.
Yarbrough: Oh really?
I'd like to see you try to
pull off the cabbage patch
like he can.
CFF: How much are
you like your character
Deputy Jones?
Yarbrough: Toe best I
can come up with is 20
percent. Llke ifyou go to a
drunken party and some. one were to tell you, "OK,
let's do impressions of ourselves." It's like the funhouse, drunken version of
me or what is perceived of
me. I am perceived to be a
lot cooler than I am. I'm
kind of geeky, I'm kind of
dweebish, but I also have
my cool side, too. And
Jones, he thinks he's a lot
cooler than he is. He's kind
of a big baby.
CFF: If you're 20 percent like Jones, how much
is Tom Lennon like
Deputy Dangle?
Yarbrough: Oh ... 97

COURTESY IAN WHITE/ COMEDY CENTRAL

Cedric Yarbrough stands tall as
Deputy S.Jones on Reno 911 !

percent. He calls me a lot.
He has a really bad
crush on me and always
has. He's a married man,
married to a woman, happily married. But he does
have his male crushes, and
I am one of them. He's in
the new movie I Love You,
Man, and I guess he's kissing Paul Rudd in that
movie, and I won't lie, it
made me a little jealous, a
little bit.
So Tom
[Lennon], yeah I'd give
him 97 percent.
CFF: Out ofeverything
you've done so far, who
has been your favorite person to work with?
Yarbrough: They're
all my babies, they're all
my children, and they will
be extremely jealous if I
ever reveal one. Actually,
Bernie Mac was one of my
favorites. I guest-starred
on his show. I played kind
of a redneck guy. They let
me go redneck. You don't
see that too often, black
rednecks. Bernie was
great. He let me improvise
and go all over his show.
He was the most welladjusted millionaire I've
ever worked with. He was
self-aware, not too selfconscious and very gener-

man

ous. He told me, ''I do this
show every week. so I
don't have any problems
with you taking over ifyou
have to. Go ahead and be
as funny as you can
because you're making my
show funnier." And that
was really cool because he
didn't have that type of
ego where he [could have]
said, "This is my show. Do
not be funnier than me."
He was a great individual.
You'll never hear anything
bad about that guy. I was a
big fan of his for a long
time, and to be able to
work with him on his
show before he passed was
a real honor. He was a
great man.
CFF: What's a dream
role for you?
Yarbrough: I think
what would be a really
cool thing to do is that I
want to meet up with Mel
Brooks and do a Broadway
version of Blazing Saddles
... also, the Bernie Madoff
story.
CFF: I can't think of
anyone with better resemblance than you.
Yarbrough: You had
me there. You lost me with
the dancing, but now
you've got me back.
CFF: So if there is ever
an Aaron Neville biopic,
how quickly will you be at
the audition doors for the
leading role?
Yarbrough: Oh, man.
You got me there. I'm in
the hot tub,and I almost
swallowed some water
there. You're right. I could
pull that off pretty good.
Maybe that will happen.
'Ibat or O.J. Neville is how
I got Jones. For the audition I brought in a Baby
Gap vest, squeezed into
that, licked a Reese's
Peanut Butter Cup and put
it right on top of my head,
and the rest was magic.
Here we are today.

Nobody unhappy
•
seeing Louis CK
MIKE BALDUCCI
Contributing Writer

Louis CK, a popular
stand-up comedian, is just
an average guy.
He doesn't have supermodel looks, and he
doesn't live a glamorous
lifestyle. He has two kids,
he loves talking about his
ex-wife, and he's annoyed
with almost everything.
And that's why he's so
funny. Louis is just one of
the guys, ranting about his
normal day.
Louis' stand-up act Friday night at the Hard Rock
touched on subjects like
taking technology for
granted, hyperbole in
everyday speech, and
absolutely nothing else
appropriate for print.
Louis' standup act
mixes the irritations of his
personal life with his frustrations with everyone
else. He's not too dry and
absurdist like a Demetri
Martin and he's not too
over-the-top like Dane
Cook. His acts hit so close
to home that he's more like
a roommate than a celebrity.
If there's one thing to
know about Louis, it's that
his act is full of vulgarity.
Louis is at his best when
he's at his most inappropriate. Four-letter curse
words are about as common as "and" or "the," and
his topics are often shocking in the "I can't believe
someone is talking about
this out loud" kind of way.
"He keeps you offbalance," said Lyndsay
Harvey, a UCF history
major who attended Louis'
show. "He really talks
about a lot of things that I

have always
thought but
never been
able
to
articulate."
Toe best
part about
Louis CK
Louis' act is
thatyoucan
tell he genuinely loves
doing stand-up. He doesn't
get too caught up in his
own popularity, and it
makes for a very personal
show.
Louis may be on a stage
doing his bit, but it feels
more like you·r~ hanging
out at the bar, talking about
what annoyed you that day.
Louis'
popularity
spiked recently thanks to
his "everything's amazing,
nobody's happy'' bit. In the
bit, he touches on America's obsession with perfection and lack of appreciation
for
technology.
Mostly, it's just Louis trying to remain positive in a
time when negativity is
running rampant.
And even despite his
troubles with other comedians (Dane Cook) stealing his jokes, Louis' material is the most original in
the business. He hates
when people misuse the
word ''hilarious." He hates
guys who stand with
arched backs. He hates
that people complain
about the length it talces to
receive text messages.
Louis' act doesn't have
an unoriginal joke in it. For
two hours, his observational comedy never ceases to put a grin on your
face.
And at times, you won't
be able to take that
shocked look off your face
either.
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Hang up the Polos
FROM A9

there. It's a 20-mile drive .,,

from campus and, aside

schoolers to flood the gates
with falce IDs, you couldn't
be more wrong. This place
serves as a getaway bar for
those tired of the local
scene.
If country music and
the cowboy lifestyle is
your dish, there's really
only one downside with
Toe Barn - it's in Sanford.
And for those unfamiliar,
there's not much else

from some niche restaurants, it's the only tourist
draw around.
The Barn isn't going to
be worth the drive every
other day, and Thims
knows that. But if the "
downtown scene has
grown old, a trip to quiet
Sanford might be the right
thing to do to quench your .:bar thirst. Just be sure to
put away the Polo.

•
1

Directed by: Greg Mottola
Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Ryan Reynolds,

Kristen Stewart, Martin Starr, Paige
Howard

(PG-13) 11:40am2:104:507:3510:15
12:50am

The Haunting in Connectiart
(PG-13) 10:05am 12:251:053:154:455:35
7:"15 8:25 9:4510:4512:10am

Monsters vs.Miens
(PG) 10:20am 10:40am 12:40 1:003:00 3:20
5:20 5:40 7:40 8:00 10:00 10:20 12:20am

Monsters vs.Aliens 3D
(PG-13) Digital 3D Showtimes
10:00am 12:20 2:40 5:00 7:20 9:40 12:00am

Monsters vs.Miens:
An IMAX 30 Experience
(PG-13) IMAX 3D Screen Showtimes
9:40am 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 11:40

Duplicity
(PG-13) 10:10am 12:051:20 3:104:15 7:05
7:55 10:10 10:40

M·F Noon·3pm

All BASKETS COME WITH FRIES

I Love You, Man

.,

(R) 11:35am 12:102:05 2:50 4:35 5:25 7:30
8:20 10:05 10:5512:45am

Knowing
(PG-13) 10:15am 11:30am 1:15 2:15 4:20 5:10
7:10 8:05 9:5510:50 12:55am

The Last House on the Left

•

(R) 12:35 4:307:5010:30

Race to Wrtdl Mountain

•
•
•

(PG) 9:55am 11 :50am 12:30 2:25 3:05 4:55
5:30 7:15 8:159:5011:0012:25am

Wat<hmen
(R) 9-50am 1:30 5:058:3012:05am

Tyler Perry's Madea Goes to Ja~
(PG-13) 11:55am 2:35 5:158:1010:35

He's Just NotThat IntoYou
(PG-13) 12:35 3:45 6:45 9:55

Taken
(PG-13) 10:25am 12:55 4:25 6:55 9:35
12:15am

1• The Cross:The Arthur Blessitt Story
1,

•7i
I

L_

(PG) 9:45am 12:15 2:55 5:10 7:4510:25

1J

12:40am
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online. phone. fax,
inperson:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
HELP WANTED:
lm, General

100

•

~

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day po113ntial.No
ElqJelieroe Necessay. Trailing
Provided. h;:Je 18 + O K ~
6520x107.

•
(

•

-$2100

-Co&Jc..rp
-8even Weel<s
-Room ard Boad lrdl.ded

Get P.-:110 Play!
The Fm:la Bks Youh QIDi:> (FEYC)

needs male and female Stlrmer carp
Coulselors ~ 18 and~- FEYC is
an CM3lltj1t carp lcx:ated off of
Hg1way 450 i1 Umatla, FL The
caJ1l) n.ns Ji.re 8llhJlJy .25ttl. Please
oonta:i Krys Ragan:l at OOD-523-1673

Oviecb Fim lookirg for pat-tine
to ft.I.time office ~Reoej:mnist,general office d.Cies.
Fax resuneto 407-268-<3320

.,

Big Brai1 Wori<! CorrputerScieroe,

2 Fb:xns in 312 with POOL
$535,tro. Ind ALL Utilities. Ava'A.
May 1st Neil- OCF, Wale!fad &
406. Cal 772-633-6219

8eautifu 312 aJS1om ctpex. 2 mes 10
OCF. 1150 sq~ Appicn:es & lavv'l1
sav,ce nd. l\bn-srrol<rg. $1250hno.
+ sea.my deposit 407-{359-6001

Mkl Mayil.Jle 1.Juy 31

fitness oon1er, paoos.

Z300 Eron Ci: 407~1

FIRSTMONTH IS FREE!
Nevv1y remvatecl cornnuity i1
Wrna Pak oflels 1/1 Llits!
$600tro i1cldes utMies!
Cal 407-678-6111 i:Jr more

ok:t daughter with autism.

Will train.

information. $100 WOVES YOO IN

Q.aiocations: brtj1I, ma!l.re
person wt-o's caring, aeative,
en1hJsias1b and enageli:.
ElqJelieroe silli-g or caring fer
dw:ren. 20 hous a week in
Mallard. Contact Calherire at
407-6442214

I

4 Bedroom 2 Bath Home

SO CLOSE10 UCF AND
EMPLOYERS!
3 bdrm2 bath on 5 acres.
Great house, gorgeous land.
$339,000. Coldwell Banker
Reeidential Real Estale 407352-1040. Joyce Lenhardt P.A., REALTOR 407-353-0980
CaribJ Horre, 2 rriles from OCF,
Newer 4/2.SQ, 2500 sf.
Conservaoon Lot, No Home
behild, $281 K, cal 407-484-3989

pan home.

11e floors 1hu-out main livirg

area 2 ca- garage. Pool & Spa

RJRNISHED FIJU_ PVT BA1H IN
2/2 VILLA $500 MIN+1/2 VllL
$500 SEC. LEASE NONSl'v10KER
STEVE 4072674982
M1C" l1X>l1mSe to shEre 312 horre
3 mies from OCF.Rent is 525 a
rronlh al utl irdt.ded. 1 M and 1 F
rurenlly ivirg.
Email: mattlex@y.t-oo.com

407-B42-9360

Share 4 bed 25 bath partialy
fi.m9'led pod home. $500too. +
deposit ro. utiities. Contoc.t
S1lat at 407-468-2149

Flll (l:xlol),Easy (all tiled floors),Large (413), CorMnent (dose to
OCF) Great,stu:lent home @
$2(Xl(lm:)! (904) 471-8865
www.~ . c o m

17'x19'ft. Room Avail In East

Or1ando. Home, Privalebalh, walk in
closet $56(Mno. lntanet, all cable
channels, gym, garage & pool

MUSTSEE!!!

Call Fftll:l 850-291-3183
Place your ad in minutes!

Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.i<nightNewspapers.comlclassifieds
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Puzzles by Pappocom

FIii in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

!I
ii

lr
!'

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

8 3

lI
II

'I
!I,1
lj
11

II

. ACROSS
1 Engine part
6 Two-cup items
1O Forbids entry to
14 Scene of action
15 Swiss river
16 _ du Vent
17 "Get lost!"
18 Blame-taker
20 Kitchen spray
21 Cook
23 Campbell's
products
24 Part of Austria's
terrain
25 Agreement
27 Polo player's
article
30 Pedro's parlor
31 Filled oneself
34 Participate in a
crime
35 _ throat
36 One that crushes
37 Small beginning
of a large
problem
41 Dutch commune
42 Ram

® 2009 Tribune Media SotvfcN, tnc.

I'

AUrighte.....-vad.

43 Speed
44
45
46
48

Rooomale wantoo! Gated
ooroo.pool. Kilchen privteges.
Neil- UCFNCC. Avail Mar.1 $500
+ 1/2 util or $600 All. 407-451-3(172.

neaUCF

suldolku

9

4
2 ·5
4
3

·1

CROSSWORD

Call 407-832-8160, ~707-4448

www.workforstudents.com

B

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Available lnmedlaly

•

900 Wanted

9

MF wanted forfumished 3'2
home on lake. Waled Conm, 6
mlns10 UCF. ~ Incl util
. Non-Smoker, sec sys, pool &
temis.

I •

2bd/2.5ba fiAy renovated 1CM'rh:lrre in
Carrtlli:ge Gide italia1 tie tt-voui;tout
a l ~ nd. $600qeposit
$775tro 407-416-6369

B
B

7

UCF!NE ORLANOO
Colonial Pointe lLDcuy Aµs
1 & 2 Beciooms Free W/D, pod,

µay~for ou- bvay4 ye.r-

Located Near Campus
--407-679-2700

.Wonhip
800 Miscellaneous

BIB.(

$19
First Issue:
$J.3
Each addl Issue:
• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

$127Smonth

Seekrg ~ to work as a

..

B
A
A
B
A
B

(~

1rishai@KnightNewspapelS..c

f3eajif1j split 1bor

Announcements
Traver

(813)-924-0367

Sunmer Mart<Bting ..,lnli,._mi..,m-151,..'ilpln
Available! Flex holn(10-15\-veek).
Great expaiel ice! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energelic,
creative, hlmworking!
UCF aeclt available.
Send resume w/ cover letter and
avallabHlly 10

•

Services

3 rooms avail i1 414- RiverwirdAµs. $520ATntoom ind utiities!
FLITished, Sruttle to UCF.

MAJORS!

321-274-1101
lbida Ba1erders~Agarcy

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets

SUMMER SUBLEASE

ATTN.ADf>AMARKETlNG

Math, & &g-ieerrg ~Warded.

Bartenders Needed Now
PTfl No e><perierre ne.=sary.

.

Availa!EASAP Shawoocl Faest
1-buse 312 $1050.m)
Close to UCF. W/D, cishvvasher ind.
Cal Healher407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577

Avaiale At.g.ist Dt.pes in Shawoocl
Faest 312 $950tro & 2/2 $7ootro
Close 10 OCF. W/D, cishvvasher nd.
Cal 407-937-2900or 402-208-7577

PTf l AwiecJ ResearthAssociales.
Please emru cfcJ)bs@aracom

"'

225
250
275
300

B
B
B
A
A
B

~

325
350
375
400
500
600
700

3212.Ashingkln Park house
for rent near UCFI

~@grnal.com
<:

200

Rate
C
C
C

HelpWanted:General
HelpWanted:Part-Time
HelpWanted:Full-Tnne
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent: Aparbnents
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

8 2

ext 251 or 352-455-4267

Oviecb Pet Sitter Wcn1ed:
Elcperienoed, ma!l.re, Mutpe
dJgs, a few afternoons per 'M3ek.

100
125
150
175

RATES

200

Summer Jobs

Valet~ atterdcns needed.
$9-$13.lY. PT clays a n d ~ flex
I-rs. lrrmectiale operirgs.
Call 407-616-3296

CLASSIFICATIONS

2001 New HolEn:I LB1158 l...cm
Hous J:rile $5700
Loooer+&d<h:le AC+Heater
ca,ta;t me for pidLres and
details at sam4rc@grnail.com,
(252)3001434

49
50
53
54
57
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

To be in Jalisco
Factory
Reader
Musical
instrument
Lily plant
Altar plate
Trampled
Outside: pref.
Successful ones
Bird of prey
High schooler
Sweet snack
African country
Watches
Sm all bird
See if a suit fits
DOWN
Grate
KIiier w hale
P eriod of time
_ rampage;
wild
Stroll about idly
Enjoys the sun
Sporting event
_ Parseghlan
Part of a yr.

1 O Intolerant one •
11 Matty _; NL
batting champ of
1966
12 Saw's opposite
13 Fast transports:
abbr.
19 Getaway
22 To the point
24 Choir member
25 Capital city
26 Sir Guinness
27 Hubby & wife
28 Remain
29 Biblical outcast
30 Iron alloy
31 Perpendicular to
a ship's keel
32 Crumbly pastry
33 Ready & willing
35 Pitchman's
accomplice
38 19th-century
Irish tragedy
39 Stooges, e.g.
40 Cheese variety
46 Arafat's org.
47 Rat

Last issue solved
48 Blood carriers
49 Illegal burning
Meaty spread
51 _-deucey;
backgammon
variation
52 One spoken to

so

53 Linden, for one
54 Like an omelet
55 Victim of an asp
56 Sea swallow
58 ·1 do"
59 Make a blunder
61 Atmosphere

Solution and new puzzles in n~xt issue's Classifieds
J'

1

.
i
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WE PAY MORE FOR CARS & TRUCKS IN. ANY CONDITION
.

You Pull It & Save Or We'll Pull It & You Still Save
No Entry Fee To U-Pull II Yard
New Aftermarket Window Regulators • Headlights • Hoods • Fenders • Radiators • Bumpers & More
• Auto Glass lnstaUed 6 Days a Week
• Good Used J & B Motors
• Radiator Repairing
·
• Used Transmissions
Free Coney Island Hot Dogs For Our CustJJmers Every Saturday
:.
-111•
Save SO to 75% OFF All PARTS at J& B
C!!l Toll Free 800-432·2952 m;J
www.jnbauto.com

-

..

l

I

I
J;
ji

•

1!

i
I

•

Tax Form Processing LLC
2400 N. Forsyth Rd.• Suite 101 • Orlando, Fl,.• 32807-6445

(407)657-6336

•
•
•
,,

Pnwider

r---------...
-----------------1
FORM 1040-$20 OFF & FREE e-file
www.TaxFormProcessing.com

Fra kdiPaola, EA

+~

l icenwdto Ptacticie 6e<oo!-Q)ffRS

I FORM 1040A- $15 OFF & FREE e-file
: FORM 1040EZ - $10 OFF & FREE e-file
I Must present coupon at time service Is Pf"OVided. Valid for one-time use. Cannot be
I.~!:.~ ':!1~~~ ~!!'·~~/,:!'~:;.. - - - - - - - - - -
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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NORTH GATE

<

I

••
~I

•
•
•
•
I

I

' · V tt

,.:1

407.366.7474 I 1389 NORTHGATE CIRCLE
NORTHGATELAKES. COM
OWN(fD AND PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED BY

t~IJ:

AMERICAN CA.MPUS COMM
f,

